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CITY & SUBURBAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION – 1903 INC.
NOTICE OF 119th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
TO ALL CLUB DELEGATES AND REPRESENTATIVES:TAKE NOTICE - The 119th Annual General Meeting of the City & Suburban Cricket
Association – 1903 Incorporated shall be set down for Tuesday, 17 August 2021, to be held
via electronic computer Zoom video link. The meeting shall commence at 7.30pm sharp.
AGENDA
1. President’s welcome address to Life Members, Cricket Legends of the Association,
Special Guests and Delegates present.
2. Apologies
3. Incoming Correspondence
4. Treasurer’s Report
5. Secretary’s Report
6. Delegate to the NSWDCA Report (Secretary to report)
7. Adoption of the 118th Annual Report – as circulated vide email to all Clubs.
8. Election of Office Bearers for 2021-22 Season – email circulated to all Clubs for
nominations – as circulated.
9. Invitation by President for Special Guests to address the meeting.
10. General Business –
A.
B.
C.
D.

CSCA Website match results – Refer to Administrator Craig Hambleton
Discussion on a proposed D/N midweek T-20 Competition (Peter Smyth)
Website Sub-Committee report (Tom Robertson, Hemanth & Gank)
Late annual reports; clubs website facilitators; MyCricket Player Registrations and
club management structure (Brian Breakspear)
E. Facilitation of Goddard Park for the Finals of the JPS Competition
F. Secretary’s Honorium.
Brian Breakspear JP
Secretary
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 2020-21
The 2020 / 21 cricket season started a few weeks later than normal due to winter sports
completing their season after COVID 19 restrictions had delayed their season start.
Thankfully the COVID pandemic did not greatly impact the season’s cricket, although Round
5 of the Jack Pace Shield in December was called off with a sudden outbreak closing much of
Sydney. Congratulations and thank you to all clubs for complying with the protocols that
enabled our season to be virus free to my knowledge.
While there was only minimal COVID impact to the season, the weather certainly intervened
with some clubs only able to play half of their scheduled matches due to rain. The wet
weather disrupted the Jack Pace Shield competition where in most cases only 3 of the 5
preliminary rounds were able to be played. Some clubs were only able to play two matches
with their round 2 matches also washed out.
The JPS competition again produced many hard-fought matches with all clubs very keen to
progress to the final. In the round 3 match against Beavers, I Zingari scored 5/178 with G.
Lovell making 108 before being run out. In reply Beavers were 8/162 with Michael Burgess
taking 2/17 from 7 overs.
Also in Round 3, in reply to Sydney University’s 5/175, Yaralla (3/176) scored the winning
run with 8 balls remaining. The star for Yaralla was Alex Mayes with a brilliant 105 n.o.
In another tight round 3 match Old Knoxonians 7/171 defeated The Primary Club 9/144.,
while in Round 4 matches Old Knoxonians passed the Cricketers Club score of 7/156 for the
loss of 2 wickets in 27 overs, and I Zingari 4/142 edged out past champions Old Aloysians
139.
In the match between CCNSW and Hunters Hill there was an excellent 3 rd wicket partnership
of 184 between C. Kitson (100) and P. Nash (68 n.o.) in the CCNSW innings of 3/227.
With so much cricket lost due to the weather there were still a number of outstanding
performances. At the top of the list, and I think perhaps record breaking in the C&S
Association, was the 255 scored by Tom Goh in Old Aloysians total of 8 / 374 against Barker
Old Boys. Tom also scored 106 n.o. against CCNSW. Other highlights included the 98 n.o. by
Yaralla Captain Craig Hilton in the match against St George while with the ball Charlie Bangs’
figures of 1 for 9 from 7 overs with 4 maidens against The Primary Club was instrumental in
Old Knoxonians victory. The round 14 match between I Zingari and the Primary Club went
down to the last ball with the Primary Club prevailing by 1 run.
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Easts Dolphins were a welcome addition to the City & Suburban ranks to play in the Jack
Pace Shield. This team from the Eastern Suburbs Grade Club was to give those players not
selected in their weekend teams a competitive game of cricket.
The Jack Pace Shield semi finalists were Old Knoxonians, Easts Dolphins, I Zingari Australia
and Yaralla clubs. The semi final between Knox and Yaralla was another fixture unable to be
played because of the weather with the match called off on the Friday when rain prevented
a wicket from being prepared at Gillespie Field. Old Knoxonians therefore went through to
the final having qualified first after the preliminary rounds.
In the I Zingari vs Easts Dolphins semi final, Ben van der Merwe scored 95 for IZ’s in their
score of 7/172. In reply Easts Dolphins were restricted to 7/156 with opening bowlers
Michael Burgess and J. Isakka really tying down the Dolphins batters recording 2/13 and
1/10 respectively from their 7 overs. The latter also scored 33 in the IZ innings.
The final was a lopsided encounter where I Zingari won the toss and elected to bat but some
tight bowling and excellent fielding saw them dismissed for just 63 runs in 26 overs. Old
Knoxonians easily chased down the target for the loss of 2 wickets in 15 overs.
Congratulations to Old Knoxonians on again winning the Shield, and to both clubs on making
the final and for the manner in which it was played.
With the JPS competition being so hotly contested, and with some grounds being better
drained and of superior quality, there is a view that at least for the semi finals and final that
the Association should allocate the grounds rather than matches being played on the
ground of the higher qualifier. This will be put to the delegates at the next Association
Annual Meeting.
A disappointing fact during the season was that the City & Suburban Association is no longer
a member of the Sydney Cricket Association following their restructure. There was little
consultation regarding this decision, and although your Secretary spoke at the meeting and
pointed out the long history and our membership of their Association, he was a lone voice.
We are now affiliated with the Sydney District Association which includes the Shires and
many district associations. The change will not affect the way our Association is run or the
way we play our cricket.
As I reported in the 2019 / 20 Annual Report there is to be an upgrade of facilities at
Goddard Park funded by a $1m grant from the Federal Government. The work is about to
commence as I write and will continue into the start of next season. This may cause some
inconvenience for teams at the beginning of the season with the dressing rooms and kitchen
likely to be unavailable. However once completed the new facilities and ground will be the
envy of most cricket clubs in Sydney and a great venue for our Association Sunday matches,
as well as for Yaralla CC and their opponents.
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Also, in regard to Goddard Park, I report that our Association’s lease of the ground has been
extended for a further 12 months. As some grounds within the City of Canada Bay Council
are on Crown Land the Council have needed to apply to the Land and Environment Court
and will negotiate on all ground leases once these proceedings have concluded.
The Yaralla CC celebrate their 130-year anniversary in 2021 and are to hold a dinner in July
to mark the occasion. In addition to past and current players the club extended invitations
to representatives of fellow founder clubs and to members of the Association’s Executive.
On the international scene, Australia was defeated 2 – 1 by India in an absorbing series.
Australia easily won the first test but India surprisingly bounced back in the second test at
Melbourne. Australia was well placed in the final two matches but India hung on for a draw
in Sydney and then won a nail-biting test in Brisbane. The series that was to follow in South
Africa was called off due to Covid 19 concerns in that country.
I thank and congratulate all club secretaries and other volunteers for the work they do in
arranging fixtures and organizing their teams on a weekly basis. These are often thankless
tasks but without their dedication many clubs would not exist, or there would be many
more forfeits than the few we had last season. It is evident that some clubs still struggle for
numbers and would benefit from a more committed player roster and greater involvement
in the day to day running of their club.
Thank you also to Craig Hambleton for once again being our MyCricket Administrator and
for his help in the printing of this report.
We are indebted to Garry Winney who quietly works behind the scenes keeping our
Association finances under a tight rein. Thank you so much Garry for your dedication and
the efficient manner that you administer our accounts.
To our Association Secretary, Brian Breakspear, my sincere thanks for the enormous amount
of work you put in throughout the year to keep the C&S Association functioning as smoothly
as it does. Many of us will never know the time that Brian puts in – things like COVID
restrictions that need to be conveyed to member clubs, arranging grounds at the last
minute, having the Association Constitution brought up to date, making Goddard Park keys
available to Sunday users etc etc. We greatly appreciate and thank you Brian for a job well
done.
My best wishes go to all clubs for a successful 2021 / 22 season. I hope you all continue to
play in the true spirit of City & Suburban cricket and enjoy this great game we love.
Bob Marshall
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SECRETARY’S REPORT 2020-21
I submit my annual report for your information and adoption.
I begin my report by writing on the impact that certain conditions have affected our Country
and that includes cricket. As I write, the Greater Sydney Area is in lockdown due to the
spread of Covid-19 Delta variant virus for a period of 14 days. This is a constant reminder of
what can be expected in the coming years ahead.
In December of 2019, our country experienced the worst bushfires in more than a century
with native wildlife, land and personal dwellings being devastated by the outcome.
Following the devastation was the impact of Covid-19 virus, which has swept the world
causing millions of people to lose their lives to this fatal pandemic. The cricket world had
felt the impact and what such virus had on the organised world cricket program for players
and spectators. It was necessary to comprehensively detail the following information. I
apologise should my report is too lengthy.
THE SEASON PAST
The commencement of the 2020-21 Season was delayed by two weeks due to the Covid-19
virus outbreak that had prevented the normal commencement of the season. The NSW
Department of Health imposed at the time, restrictions on public gatherings. This impacted
on the National and State cricket at all levels of the game. As a result, your Association
drew up Covid-19 Guidelines Plan in accordance with the NSW Department of Health
protocols. All of the Association’s affiliated Clubs have a copy of that plan for the benefit
and protection of their membership. The plan is a very important document that must be
monitored and implemented when Government health restrictions are imposed.
Once the season commenced, regular fixtures were under way. The second half of the
season will be most remembered for the unpredicted rainfall that caused flooding
throughout the inland and east coast of the State. As a result, the weather had an impact
on the Jack Pace Memorial Shield Competition rounds.
Our President has provided a brief summary in his report of some of the highlighted regular
match achievements, including, the JPS Competition match results, as well as the teams that
played and won the Competition Final. Congratulations are extended to all the Teams and
the players.
SEASON HIGHLIGHTS
There two stand out highlights that I would like to acknowledge. The first is the innings of
Tom Goh who scored 255 runs in an innings. I have reviewed the Association’s records and I
fail to note, that is any other past player as having scored such number of runs in a 35 Over
cricket fixture. This I regard as an Association record and I congratulate Tom on his batting
achievement.
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My second acknowledgement is that of Beavers CC Captain, Christian Rayner who won the
prestigious NSW Cricket Umpires and Scorers Association, Alan Marshall Medal 2020-21 for
“Most Outstanding First Year Umpire in the Sydney Cricket Association. Alan Marshall was a
First Class and Sheffield Shield Cricket Umpire and former President of the NSWCUA who
sadly passed away. The naming of the Medal is in honour of his name. Congratulations
Christian on your achievement.
AFFILIATION WITH THE NSW DISTRICTS CRICKET ASSOCIATION
Since my last annual report, I was invited via media link to attend the Sydney Cricket
Association monthly meeting. At the request of the Chair, I addressed the meeting
regarding the C&SCA affiliation with the SCA. I spoke in support of the Association
remaining in affiliation highlighting the past history of our existence to date. However, I felt
that our de-affiliation was a fate accompli.
I reviewed the old Association Records and discovered that Mr. Roy Turner (NSWCA)
maintained that the C&SCA should have a Delegate on the NSWCA Committee. As a result of
the decision at the SCA meeting, we have been accepted as a financial affiliated member of
the NSW Districts Cricket Association. An invitation has been received inviting C&SCA
Delegates to their AGM at Cricket NSW HQ in August 2021.
PADDINGTON CRICKET CLUB
I have been informed that the famous Paddington Cricket Club (1893-4) has had a change of
administration. A founding club with C&SCA in 1903, as well as the Sydney Grade Cricket
Competition, it boasts past Australian Test players & NSW players as its members. Those of
note are: A C Bannerman, Monty Noble, Victor Trumper (both have SCG Stands named in
their honour), Arthur Morris, Jack Fingleton and Colin McCool. Also of note are NSW State
players, Ted Cotton (who also played in the C&SCA) Mort Cohen and Alan McGilvray.
Former President, David De Carvalho OAM had a long serving history with the Club and with
our Association. Richard, his son inherited the role as Club President but has now decided
to step down handing the reins over to his elder brother, David De Carvalho, who will head
the administration of Paddington CC. The Association welcomes David and his management
team. Richard has done a magnificent job for the Club as their Club Delegate and head of
Management. Likewise, he was the Association’s Delegate to the SCA. I thank Richard for
his enduring and worthwhile contribution. It is the wish of the Association that Richard
retains his interest with our cricket body. Likewise, the Association is indeed proud to have
as an affiliated member, the historical Paddington CC and will do what it takes to support
their membership and management for the future. The De Carvalho name synonymous
with this Club.
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WELCOME TO EAST DOLPHINS PREMIER GRADE – TRAIN-ON SQUAD
This season the Association welcomed the Easts Dolphins Premier Grade CC Training-On
Squad to participate in the JPS Competition. This was an opportunity put to me by Mr.
Peter Smyth of Reg Bartley XI CC who is the Fixtures Secretary for RBXICC and Treasurer of
the Easts Dolphins Premier Grade CC. Easts made it to the Semi-Finals in their first year of
competing in the competition.
INAUGURAL JIM MAXWELL PLATE MATCH
In February I was invited by Easts Premier Grade CC to Waverley Oval in my capacity as
Association Secretary to witness the inaugural match between Easts Dolphins and Primary
Club of Australia. The match was played for the Jim Maxwell Plate that will be as an annual
match between the two Clubs.
Jim had played for Old Cranbrookians CC. We discussed our playing days, particularly
against Yaralla CC and that of the esteemed late Jack Pace. At the conclusion of the match,
a presentation of the Jim Maxwell Plate was made to the Captain of the Easts Dolphins. I
was invited by the Club’s Vice President, Peter Lovitt to speak on behalf of the Association. I
informed the players the importance that C & S Cricket Association offers opportunity to all
cricketers who want to still play the game, but can’t commit to full time training and playing.
The Association is an alternative. I congratulated both teams on the inaugural Plate match
and the spirit in which it was played.
Easts Vice President, Peter Lovitt commented favourably on the concept of the 35 Over JPS
Competition and further offered to me any assistance that Easts Dolphins can provide in
support of the Association endeavours. The Association welcomes Easts Dolphins for the
2021-22 season and beyond.
It was expressed, that the history of the Association has had past Test, First Class and
District Grade cricketers played in, and for, the various affiliated clubs.
ASSOCIATION LEGEND MEMBER PLAYS ON
It was of particular note that long standing player and Association Legend Member, Rick
Glover OAM had played in the Jim Maxwell Plate match that day at 76 years of age. He still
can roll the arm over. Rick sets a fine example that age is not a barrier to playing the game.
Well done, Rick.
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FACILITATION OF GODDARD PARK
I note that the President had raised in his report the possibility of ground allocation use
during the Semi-Finals and Final of the Competition be administered by the Association.
This is a very important matter. Last season, Goddard Park was available (prepared) to be
played upon in a Semi-Final match. However, rain had allegedly caused drainage problems
with a particular match day pitch that was to be used. Goddard Park is licensed to the
Association for Sundays and is pre-paid in advance to the City of Canada Bay Council.
Irrespective of the competition ladder status or otherwise, should Goddard Park become
available for Sunday use, then it is reasonably logic that it be facilitated to justify the
Association’s seasonal fee payment. This includes where practical, quarter and semi finals.
The Final is played at Goddard Park as a current precedent. This matter will no doubt be
debated at tonight’s AGM.
NEW JPS COMPETITION PLAYING CONDITIONS
At the 118th AGM that was conducted via video link, the Delegates voted to adopt the new
Jack Pace Memorial Shield Competition Playing Conditions. The agreed conditions are
easier to interpret, with an indexed as well as, having a late start timetable. The new
playing conditions will assist umpires officiating in appointed matches. A copy should be
retained with the Club scorebook.
PROGRESS OF GODDARD PARK UPGRADE
The Goddard Park pavilion upgrade has passed the final stages of the Development
Application. As I write, the Council has called for tenders to commence the work. It is
envisaged that the work will commence in August 2021.
TRIAL OF DAY/NIGHT T-20 COMPETITION
During the season, Mr. Peter Smyth (RBXICC) discussed with me, the introduction trial of a
Day/Night T-20 competition. After discussing with the Executive, the go ahead to trial a T20 concept was granted. The competition was well organised between Easts Dolphins, I
Zingari (Aust.), Primary Club of Australia and Reg Bartley XI CC. The format was considered
a success. Peter has provided the Secretary with an overview of the competition that has
been circulated to all Clubs for information and thought.
Similarly, Hunters Hill CC has submitted a proposed Day/Night 20/20 competition to be
played at Boronia Park. Mr. Steve Drake had advised that there is sufficient lighting at the
ground to conduct such a competition. I have asked for a submission to be considered and
circulated to all Clubs prior to the meeting.
The Association currently enjoys regular rounds of cricket, as well as the JPS Competition.
The suggestion a T-20 midweek competition would give the Association a wider aspect of
the opportunities to develop our playing concept as we progressing forward. The T-20
concept should be explored further.
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LADIES PARTICIPATION
I noted for the record, that two young ladies had assisted their favourite Association
affiliated club with making up the short fall of a player or two. This is encouraging. In time,
it is very possible that the Association may have a mixed cricket team concept, or a ladies
cricket team as part of its membership. This aspect has been raised with me in general
conversation.
LICENSE TENURE FOR GODDARD PARK
I had attended a meeting of Sporting Clubs within the City of Canada Bay. The major
discussion point was the renewal of existing license tenures for various sports fields,
including Goddard Park. As the President has mentioned, there is an extended grace of
twelve months for all clubs affected by the situation. This is due to certain sporting fields
that are located on Crown Land. Once the land titles are settled, then the process of
renewing license tenures will be processed. It is expected that there will be no change to
the current license tenure arrangements.
A PERSPECTIVE OF REPLECTION
During the offseason, I received an email from Adrian Hawkes, Secretary of CCNSW. The
email contained an articulated perspective of reflection from CCNSW member, Jim Hadley
who wrote, and re-typed with his permission:
“…I’ve only played two seasons of C&S cricket and have been lucky to have captain our side
in the 2020-21 season. The C & S format with its 1.30 starts provides a civilised balance for
home and family responsibilities and consistent week to week cricket. Almost exclusively
C&S
Provides the opportunity for family and friends to play together that the restrictions of grade
and age competitions make difficult to achieve. The only chance I got to play with my
father was for CCNSW back in the late 70’s at Rushcutters Bay and it’s a day I’ll never forget.
After having a number of enjoyable seasons of Master’s Cricket, it was interesting and
refreshing to play back at open level where young vitality was blended with experience to
find a competitive balance. Socially for an old guy like me to banter with teenagers and 20
some things was a rare event and C&S gives me that to look forward to during the season.
So, I can only hope that the C&S Competition can continued to be played as it bridges a
unique set of opportunities for participants who could only experience similar in the bush..”.
YARALLA C C 130th ANNIVERSARY
It is noted for the record that Yaralla Cricket Club – 1891 will be celebrating its 130th
Anniversary as a cricket club on the 17 July 2021. A dinner has been organised and our
guest speaker will be Mr. Dick French OAM, Test Cricket Umpire. Dick played for AMPCC.
He scored 6816 runs and took 692 wickets for the Club. Dick is a Vice President and Legend
Member of the Association. Given the current circumstances of the latest Covid outbreak,
we are hopeful that the Club’s event will proceed as planned, if the circumstances permit.
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THE ASSOCIATION’S CONSTITUTION
At present, the revised Association Constitution is an ongoing progress. I remain in contact
with Rick Glover of Glover Legal. The legal practitioner conducting the revised Constitution,
is addressing the Constitution in conjunction with his other legal responsibilities. A progress
statement will be advised at the AGM that evening.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THANKS
A special thanks is extended to Mr. Angelo Tsirekis, His Worship the Mayor of the City of
Canada Bay Council and his Staff for their assistance to the Association during the past
seasons. Likewise, Mr. Steve Deamer, Open Spaces Coordinator, and Mr. Jonathan Langan
of the City of Sydney Council are sincerely thanked for their support and assistance with
organising council grounds for the Association’s use.
Without ground staff to curate the ground turf pitches, a cricket match cannot be
played. To Geoff Wheatley, Head Groundsman, City of Canada Bay Council, as well as, Jason
the Leading Groundsman and their staff for the preparation of Goddard Park. The
Association is sincerely grateful to both men and their teams for a magnificent job well
done...
I take this opportunity to thank Craig Hambleton for administering the C&SCA website and
for assisting in compiling and the printing of the Annual Report. It is very important that all
our Clubs provide accurate and timely information to maintain the viability of the website. It
has been requested that each Club appoint and also provide details of their website
facilitator to the Secretary.
Likewise, to my fellow Executive and Management Committee members President Bob
Marshall, Treasurer Garry Winney, V/Presidents Graeme Reed, Dick French, Ralph Sadler
and Ass.Secretary Brett Hinch. I sincerely thank you for your most valued assistance
whether large or small in helping to guide our Association on its pathway.
Also, I thank Stephen Blomfield and the officiating Umpires the Sydney Shires Cricket
Umpires Association for organising the attendance of the umpires for the JPS competition
Finals matches. Their support allows the competition to flow smoothly each season.
To your Club and its members. I thank you for your participation that makes our Association
what is today. To your club members who are the behind the scene volunteers that step up
to the plate week after week, to make sure, that your Club meets its commitments. I say
well done.
In closing, I sincerely thank the private schools that assist the Association with the
facilitation of their grounds. Without the school’s Old Boys network, the Association would
differently struggle to conduct matches on turf pitches.
Brian Breakspear
Secretary
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Club Reports
Balmain – South Sydney Rangers
Played 7

Won 3

Lost 4

Drawn 0

Cancelled 3

Hoping to build on our success of making the semi finals of Jack Pace in 2019-20 our motley
Rangers crew were brimming with confidence going into the COVID affected season of
2020-21. With a washout for our first game our side was champing at the bit by the time we
came up against Sydney Uni in Round 1 of the Jack Pace Shield. We had a solid hit out in
that game and came away from the game with a 4 wicket win including a couple decent
individual performances that on the surface looked like it could lay the platform for a decent
season ahead.
The next game, a club game, did nothing but embolden our confidence with a 194 run
victory over Paddington CC. We bore witness to a hefty partnership with Satyen Ashar (117
no) and Neil Packiyarajah (86 no) putting on 196 off 17.3 overs to take us to 296. Needless
to say we defended this quite comfortably and in doing so saw Deepak Verma taking 5 for
10 in only his second game with the team.
So heading into round 2 of the Jack Pace Shield you could excuse us for having some
confidence. Unfortunately, though, our opponents were our bogey side, Reg Bartley XI. We
thought we’d bowled pretty well in keeping them to 122 but Rushcutters is notoriously hard
to score on so we needed to bat well. We spoke about taking our time and building
partnerships but alas this plan fell over almost immediately and in a blink of an eye we were
all out for 60!
It was a disaster that our season never recovered from. We only played another 4 games;
losing the next two games to Cricketers Club and Primary Club quite easily, winning our 2nd
fixture against Sydney Uni and then a final more competitive loss to St Aloysius, falling just
short of their 210 total. Thrown in the mix we had a COVID related non-starter and another
washout meaning we only managed to get in 7 matches for the season.
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We were disappointed not to get more time on the field in 2020-21 but we did have a
couple of noteworthy highlights:
•
Neil Packiyarajah led our run scoring with 195 runs averaging 95.5 across 5
innings including 3 x 50s
•
Satyen Ashar scored his first century with a cracking 117 n.o. against Paddington
CC
•
Joe Wright with the most wickets: 12 @ 11.3 and an economy of 3.3 per over
•
Two 5-fors against Sydney Uni Lions - Deepak Verma 5/10 & Joe Wright 5/16
(different games)
•
Anthony Kelly opening the batting the entire season despite the need for a hip
replacement
•
My coup d'etat of the Rangers captaincy (i.e. Stewart asking me if I’d like to
captain)
While 2020-21 results were average, at best, we did manage to recruit a handful of highly
skilled cricketers who will join us for our 2021-22 campaign giving us hope for the year
ahead!
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Barker Old Boys
Played 6

Won 3

Lost 3

Cancelled 5

Barker Old Boys Cricket Club experienced a difficult season in the 2020/21 City & Suburban
Cricket competition. A total of 22 players donned the BOBs cap this year, which was a
considerable drop in numbers from previous years. Despite this, a strong end to the season
in terms of numbers provides hope for next season.
The club struggled throughout the Jack Pace Memorial Shield Competition, which led to a
11th place finish. The season didn’t start well with COVID and weather interrupting our start
to the season and preventing us from gathering momentum in terms of numbers. In the first
3 rounds we had a wash out followed by 2 forfeits. This was a disappointing start to the
year. In round 4, we had a great victory over Nondescripts which was a highlight of the year.
A century to Blake Forbes as well as a 5-wicket haul for Bailey Stevens led the reds to
victory. Unfortunately, due to covid we were unable to play our last game in the Jack Pace
Shield which meant we only had the 1 game for the season.
The remaining fixtures of the season were hard fought, enjoyable matches. The major
highlight of the year was a comfortable win over the Barker 1stXI in a friendly t20 game
which was the first time the old boys had defeated the students in 20 years as well as
beating Knox old boys in a friendly.
Due to the limited games only 2 boys were added to the BOBs honour board this year:•

Blake Forbes 105 vs Nondescripts – round 4 of JP Shield – 6/12/20

•

Bailey Stevens 5/34 vs Nondescripts – round 4 of JP Shield – 6/12/21

The club awards went to the following players:Season 2020/21 MVP- Tyler Lang
Batsman of the Year- Blake Forbes
Bowler of the Year- Tyler Lang
Most ImprovedRahul Tijoriwala
The club wishes to express its gratitude to all staff at Barker College and the Old Boys
Association, who contributed in various ways towards our season’s. The school offers us a
tremendous playing surface on the Rosewood Field and it will continue to be a draw card for
future fixtures in our competition. A special thanks to Club President Paul Goncheroff for
organising the fixtures list, representing the club at Old Boys Association meetings and
maintaining the finances every year.
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It is no secret that we had a very difficult year this year. Despite this, we are confident that
in the future we will be able to return to the participation that we had in previous years.
This year acted as a changeover year as many individuals that formed the main group of our
club left. They were replaced in the second half of the year with a keen group of young
cricketers that are hopefully the future of the club. We look forward to a better year in
2021/22.
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Beavers
Played 14

Won 9

Lost 5

Drawn 0

Cancelled 7

An unprecedented year for cricket in 2020 / 2021 with the pandemic and how it changed
our work, family, social as well as cricketing interactions. Without going into specific detail
(as everyone reading this report would be familiar with) around Covid19 and all the
guidelines we had to comply with etc. we were extremely fortunate here in NSW to get a
full season to the say the least; albeit several games were dedicated to the climatic
condition known as “el Nina”. To compare with last year in terms of number of games
washed out remains exactly the same though i.e. 7.
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For Beavers, what a year and what a fantastic season. The Beavers come from various
diverse background in terms of demographics and ethnicities and the commitment from
everyone to make this season happen and be committed to attending practice sessions as
well as games is absolutely commendable. We had a number of new recruits in the club and
everyone turned out to be a star in their own way contributing with bat, ball as well as in
the field. A personal memorable for me from this season would be batting against Hunters
with a shifted pelvis and retiring at 38 not out (finally the pain won over the valour), but
there are many other recognitions mentioned through out this report.
The first 3 games of the season were consecutive wash outs and we played our first game
on 15th November against Old Aloys where our star batsman Tom Nash scored his maiden
hundred with 102* leading the team to a score of 175, chasing a big score of 221. Tom
continued his run scoring form and for the 3rd year in a row topped the highest run scoring
sheet for Beavers ending with 399 which included 2x50s and 1x100 in 13 matches. The
unfavourable start to the season with 4 losses in a row, did not let the Beavers down and
the team bounced back towards the second half of the season with 8 consecutive wins – a
record winning streak for Beavers that came through the “not give up” and “will strive to do
better next time” attitude.
While we had a couple of new exciting additions to the bowling line up, the department was
for the 2nd year successfully dominated by James Griffiths ending up with 28 wickets in the
season in 12 matches, averaging 8.39 and a strike rate of 15. James’s top performance and
his career best for Beavers was 7/16 against Hunters in which 6 out of 7 wickets were clean
bowled and the 7th wicket being a caught and bowled. James was also the 2nd highest run
scorer for Beavers this year ending up with 294 that includes 2x50s.
A key milestone this year for Beavers was also retaining the Beaver-Hunter cup 4th year in a
row as Beavers took over the Hunters with another consecutive wash out of 3-0 and as
mentioned James had his Beaver’s career best 7/16 in the first game of the cup.
We also had a new youngster, 15 year old Fin Copeman-Hill who bowls at a very good pace
and is extremely economical achieving the 2nd best economy rate of 3.25 for the season.
The 2nd highest wicket taker after James’s 28 was Josh Gordon with 11 wickets who also
showed an immense form also with his bat and played 2 great match winnings not out
innings, officially named the “finisher” for Beavers this season.
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A memorable win for Beavers was the last game of the season played on 27 th March 2021 at
Camperdown oval against CCNSW where Beavers scored 132 all out and while CCNSW were
comfortably placed at 91/4 at the halfway mark, introduction of the new spinner Lachlan
Drummond changed the game who took 4 wickets in the game. As I recalled the scoreboard
CCNSW needed 19 runs with 4 wickets in hand and at least overs to go, an exceptional
bowling by Manish Pandey and Vishal to pick up the wickets led Beavers to a 3 run victory,
which as expected was celebrated with full intensity after the 10 th wicket given LBW. One of
the personal joyous moments that would stay with me personally from this season. That
very night, for the very first time Beavers had also organised an end of season dinner with
families and plus 1s at Nawaz Flavour of India, just down the road from Camperdown Oval.
Beavers and the loved ones celebrated a fantastic end of season and the last game victory
to close an unforgettable season for many reasons.
A milestone individual achievement to highlight and recognise in this report is our fellow
Beaver, Christian Rayner being awarded the “Alan Marshall Medal” in 2020-2021 (photo
attached) by the NSW Cricket Umpires and Scorers Association. Christian only played 2
games for Beavers this season as he was dedicated to his umpiring passion and umpired in
the NSW Premier Women’s Grade T20 competition for almost the entire season. A big
congratulations to Christian for his dedication and hard work.

A fantastic season and one that I would remember for sure being the captain of Beavers for
last 3 years.
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Colleagues
Played 5

Won 2

Lost 3

Cancelled 3

With an interrupted season, CCC was scheduled to compete in 9 matches over the course of
the season. However due to covid, the club competed in 5 fixtures, in which 2 were won and
3 were lost. In the Jack Pace Shield, CCC won 2 matches with only 1 loss, with the remaining
two fixtures abandoned due to rain and COVID-19.
It was a slow start to the season due to the fact that our first two fixtures against Hunters
Hill and Old Aloysians were rained off. However, the season officially started for the CCC on
the 8th of November where we played IZ’s at Camden Oval due to the closure of the Shore
facilities. It was an extremely close match which saw CCC restrict IZ’s to 6/129 after 35
overs. Despite a valiant effort by the Giants with the bat, we fell short of IZ’s total by 18
runs, and thus lost the fixture.
In the second match of the season for the Giants, we faced Reg Bartley a Trumper oval in a
friendly. Due to the fact that it was the first game of the season for majority of the CCC
players, we produced a rusty performance with the bat, whilst Reg Bartley were far too
strong and went on to win convincingly.
With two losses to start the season, the Giants were very eager to produce a quality
performance in the 2nd Jack Pace Shield game of the season. It was imperative that CCC
performed well to keep their hopes of a semi-final berth alive, however it would be no easy
task against a strong side such as CCNSW. Colleagues Cricket won the toss and elected to
bat first. After a dicey start to the innings by openers Jack Fielen and James Greenslate,
Henry Hudson came into bat and produced a much needed 50 to save the innings, as well as
Jack Mccathie’s additional 30 runs that enabled the Giants to post a respectable 9/167 after
35 overs. Even though 167 is normally a decent score, we knew that we would have to bowl
well to restrict CCNSW. The star with the bat was at it again as he took an incredible 4
wickets and got the giants the victory after bowling out CCNSW for 146.
In a must win game for the Giants, we lost the toss as the Beavers elected to bat first.
Despite a 60 from Griffiths, the giants produced a dominant bowling display as we restricted
the Beavers to just 123 runs. Knowing that a bonus point was on the cards, the giants went
into bat aggressively to pile on 100 runs in just 16 overs. However, the giants narrowly
missed out on the bonus point as the match concluded with a six from Ollie White, with the
giants finishing at 6/125 after just 22 overs.
CCC were very eager to face our rivals in Cranbrook for the 5th Jack Pace Shield match and a
chance to move into the semi-finals. Unfortunately, there was a covid outbreak which
prevented the fixture from moving forward, thus the season officially ended there for the
giants.
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In our final match of the year, CCC organised two friendlies against the Colleagues rugby
club in a 20/20 in the morning, then a match in which the youngsters of the club vs the
oldies in a 35 over format. Both matches were extremely good fun for all involved and a
great way to cap off the season. Congratulations are in order for Jack McCathie who was the
deserved winner of the COY award, taking it away from the forever favourite, Michael Boyd.
The Giants had a solid season and look forward to building off it to attempt to go further
into the Jack Pace Shield competition in the 2021/22 season. We thank Brian and all staff, as
well as volunteers, for the tremendous work they put in to ensure the efficient running of
the competition throughout the season

The Blue Giants after defeating the Beavers in the Jack Pace Shield

The presentation of the COY award
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Cricketers’ Club of New South Wales
Played 14

Won 8

Lost 6

Cancelled 7

14 games were played compared with 11 played last season. 41 players turned out
for the C&S side this season compared with 37 players last season. Of these, 34 were
Club members compared with 32 last season and 7 were guest players compared
with 8 last season. 15 players played 5 or more games, compared with 9 such players
last season. We won 8 games and lost 6 compared to last season when we won 9 (1
by forfeit) and lost 3. We did not make the knock out stage of the Jack Pace Trophy
coming nineteenth out of 21 teams in the pre-Christmas league compared with first
the previous season. 5 games were cancelled by rain (7 in total) compared with 3 rain
cancellations last season. No games were drawn or abandoned because of rain, the
same as last season
It was hugely enjoyable captaining the C&S side this season. After the
disappointment of losing our first Jack Pace game at Cranbrook and with the
abbreviated season format, our chances in the competition were all but gone. This
did provide freedom to approach the rest of the season in a relaxed and all' inclusive
way. A highlight of the season was the emergence of two young seamers in Morley
Goodchild and Matt Leong. Morley at 18yrs of age bowls from about 6ft 4inches
(1.93 metres for those under 50!) at a lively pace and consistently hits a line and
length. Matt bowls with good pace and movement with both an old and new ball and
is a terrific addition in the field athletically with a reliable set of hands. Tom
Robertson scored freely all season for us at the top of the order highlighted by a
punishing century against Beavers at Camperdown. Our marquee No 4 Paul Nash
split his webbing early in the season after showing his usual consistency and returned
to pour on the runs, highlighted by a great partnership of 160 odd with Craig Kitson
at Camperdown on a testing wicket. Scott Williams like Nash got starts nearly every
time he batted, but found ways to get out on a Camperdown wicket that makes it
hard to naturally accelerate your innings. With a season of experience on
Camperdown I think we can look forward to some punishing partnerships between
them next season. Scott is also a fantastic addition to our pace attack and can
consistently get the ball above waist height, plus he has a terrific set of hands taking
some half chances in the outfield.
Soren Hughes our resident all-rounder found a length from game one and took a bag
of wickets over the season. Big ‘Sooz’ showed his value with the bat for us,
consistently icing team inning's with brutal cameos and took some top catches. Craig
Kitson scored a wonderful century on a trying Camperdown wicket to remind us of
how good a cricketer he is with bat and ball. On limited appearances Simon James
and Brett James also stood out, Simon top scoring against Knox and Brett bowling
some accurate spells and holding our batting order together when we needed it.
Mick Tarrant's 4-18 against Yaralla (including a hat trick) and Mark Henwood's 5-19
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against Beavers were also standout performances. Our keeper Curtis Murray got
starts with the bat but couldn't follow through but kept well against our pace line up.
If we are going to have a tilt at the Jack Pace memorial Shield next season, we will
need Curtis setting the tone up front. Ed and Ian Robertson bowled consistently well
each time they played and Ed batted well when given the opportunity. ‘Pommie’
George Arnold was a refreshing recruit not shying from whatever position he was
given in the order and bowled some handy spells
Overall, the season did point to a lack of consistency in the top order against the
better attacks with Nash left to play a lone hand too often. We need to work out
ways to accelerate the run scoring on a sometimes difficult home deck without
increasing the risk if we want to beat the top teams. Our fielding needs to get sharper
on the single fringe. I feel if we can get a committed eight of our best players playing
each weekend, we can give the competition a shake next season.
Thanks to Tom Robertson for consistently raising eleven or twelve players each weekend
and for the help of Soren Hughes, Curtis Murray and Paul Nash on the field, plus Greg
Brooks and Adrian Hawkes for their tireless efforts behind the scenes. Cheers from the
Captain

CCNSW C&S TEAM v COLLEAGUES AT CAMPERDOWN OVAL ON SUNDAY 22 NOVEMBER 2020

Back row: Craig Kitson, Jim Hadley (c). Scott Williams, Soren Hughes, Brett James, Matt Leong
Front row: Curtis Murray (w); Tom Robertson, Paul Nash, Nick Leong, Mike Pinter
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Easts Dolphins
Played 13

Won 10

Lost 2

Drawn 1

Cancelled 4

In 2020/21, Easts decided to enter a side into the City & Suburban Competition and
compete for the Jack Pace Shield. The C&S was an attractive proposition given that games
were Sunday limited over matches which had the benefit firstly of providing regular playing
opportunities for fringe Grade players, particularly those busy with Saturday school cricket,
and secondly in providing an opportunity for our Grade squad to mentor the younger
players coming through.
Playing predominantly on uncovered wickets, rain over the summer played havoc with the
Dolphins schedule, however, when the skies cleared, the Dolphins proved to be more than
competitive, winning seven games for the season and losing just one. A highlight was
playing at Waverley Oval against The Primary Club in December for the inaugural Jim
Maxwell Plate. The Dolphins took home the silverware that day on the back of fine
performances from man-of-the-match Matt Hield 64 off just 38 balls and captain Chris
Thanos 52 off 63. The Plate will become an annual fixture between the two teams,
celebrating Jim’s standing as President of both Clubs.
Sadly, the Dolphins only loss for the year came in the JPS semi-final against IZingari at
Waverley Oval. Up against strong opposition, a young Dolphins team accounted for
themselves admirably, especially Will Preddey with 3-24 off 7 overs at the top of the
innings. A closing spell from Matt Coles of 3-18 off 5 overs at the end limited I Zingari to 172
off 35. In reply, the Dolphins started slowly against quality bowling, however, Olly Maxwell’s
53 not out off 44 balls was almost enough to get us home with the Dolphins falling just 16
runs short.
In addition to the Jack Pace Shield, the Dolphins competed in the first ever Twilight Series
held on Wednesday evenings at Reg Bartley Oval. 4 Clubs were invited to compete in a T-20
tournament, under lights at Reg Bartley Oval Rushcutters Bay and the Series proved to be
enormously popular with players and spectators alike. Unfortunately, the monsoon
conditions of March washed out half the tournament however when play did get underway,
the Dolphins won both their games and took out the Title. Most satisfyingly, the Dolphins
gained their revenge on I Zingari with a 5 wicket win highlighted by Matt Coles sending the
white ball time and again into the night sky with 88 off 59 balls to make light work of what
looked a daunting target.
Most importantly, the Dolphins provided time in the middle for 32 players whilst they
waited for their opportunities to open up in a very strong 5th Grade side. Of those players,
15 stepped up to play 5th Grade at various stages of the summer, including Riley Davison
who made his Grade debut off the back of being the leading wicket taker for the
Dolphins. As well as the individual performances note previously, mention should be made
of James Deacon’s sublime 57 at better than a run a ball against the SCG XI and Hamish
Stening’s match winning 45 in a low scoring game against the tenacious Reg Bartley XI.
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Special thanks must also go to our lower grade skippers Mark Morley, Matt Coles and Chris
Thanos plus Hamish Stening whose shared leadership of the side was invaluable in getting
the Dolphins up and running and creating opportunities for our younger squad members to
rub shoulders with the Club’s Leadership Group and make those players feel part of Easts
playing ranks.
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I Zingari Australia
Played 17

Won 12

Lost 5

Drawn 0

Cancelled 6

The past season was a very enjoyable season for I Zingari Australia. The Club would like to
thank all opposition Clubs for their attitude in all the matches we played. This leads to a very
positive vibe and encourages continued matches.
The Club was very fortunate to be invited to play in the inaugural Twilight matches. This was
a very welcome innovation by Reg Bartley XI and Easts Dolphins and one that our members
thoroughly enjoyed. Mid week, under lights, added a different dimension to our season and
allowed members to play cricket when they may not be able to play on weekends.
From a playing perspective, the Club won through to the final of the Jack Pace Shield. Our
title defence from last season was thwarted very quickly as an excellent bowling effort by
Knox Old Boys. They dismissed us for 63 to claim a well deserved victory.
There were a number for highlights for us during the season. None more so than the maiden
century by young Clive Manzie against Cricketers’ Club. After finishing HSC, Clive requested
to open the batting – a surprise to all. However, he batted with assurance and scored a well
deserved century amongst a number of significant scores.
Mark Hodge took his 700th wicket for I Zingari Australia which includes all matches, not just
the City and Suburban fixtures.
The leading performers in City and Suburban cricket for the Club were
Batting

Ben van der Merwe (419 runs)
Clive Manzie (396 runs)

Bowling

Craig Hambleton (12 wickets)
Michael Burgess (10 wickets)
Clive Manzie (10 wickets)

The Club has the great advantage of having umpires as members. Arthur Watson, Davern
Lewis and David Stewart are all members of I Zingari Australia and make themselves
available to umpire many of our matches. We thank them for their contributions.
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The Club is celebrating our 133rd anniversary in 2021. An updated version of our 1988
Centenary book (including the period from 1988 to 2021) will be published later this year.
With all the disruptions of Covid and rain, the Club still managed to fulfil a large number of
fixtures enabling our large membership to enjoy their cricket.
Our thanks go to the Association management for the organisation of the Association
activities. In particular, our thanks go to Brian Breakspear for his tireless efforts as
Association Secretary.
I Zingari Australia v Primary Club of Australia, Reg Bartley XI

Back (l-r): Arthur Watson (ump), Derick Borean, Craig Hambleton, Michael Bryant, Sebastien
Hodge, Geoff Lovell, Ben van der Merwe, Clive Manzie, Davern Lewis (umpire)
Front (l-r): Mark Hodge, Michael Strong, Mark Lovell, Andre Leslie, Roger Davies
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Nondescripts CC
Played 6
No report received

Won 1

Lost 5

Drawn 0

Cancelled 4
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Old Aloysians
Played 9

Won 7

Lost 2

Drawn 0

Cancelled 5

Season 2020/21 was a season of transition for Old Aloysians Cricket Club. Coming off the
back of three JPS Grand Final appearances over the last three years, the club saw a lot of
senior players take a back seat in 2020/21 and allow the younger club members to come
through and represent the club.
Overall, 37 players represented Old Aloys across 9 games this season which is exciting for
the club’s future. Despite the huge amount of player rotations, Old Aloys had a successful
win/loss record of 7 wins and 2 loses throughout the season.
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Old Knoxonians
Played 7

Won 6

Lost 1

Drawn 0

Cancelled 7

The season of 2020/21 was again a successful season for the OKCC. Despite only playing 7
games for the entire season, we managed to take out the all important JPS competition
regaining the shield for the 4th time in the club’s history. We had a wide variety of players
throughout the season and every single one of them contributed to winning the title.
It was an extremely difficult season to get any momentum week to week with 7 games
called off due to poor weather. We only played 2 games this side of Christmas before the
Grand Final in March against I Zingari. Our entire squad hit the nets in the lead up to the
game and our hard work certainly paid off with a great performance in the Final. We took
every chance and bowled extremely well bowling IZ’s out for 63 and chasing it down in the
15th over with 8 wickets in hand. Truly leaving our best game for last. Celebrations
continued well into the night and the following day.
Our awards night was held in April at the Commodore Hotel. The Kelynack-Cross Shield is
awarded to the player of the season and tallied by 3-2-1 votes after each game. The
deserved winner this year was Harry Chapman who had a great season with both the bat
and ball proving himself to be a very valuable all-rounder. The Bangs award for the players
player was also presented to Harry Chapman. Harry is a true teammate and shows all the
qualities and values of the OKCC. Well done Harry on cleaning up all the awards this year.
The OKCC has a great supporter’s network that we are very appreciative of. Thank you to all
the supporters who were able to get to our games this year. This continued support is what
makes this club so successful. Finally, thank you to all of the players who played this season.
We all have our eyes set on backing up our success next year.
On a personal note, I would like to thank everyone at the OKCC for their support throughout
my time as captain. The past few years have been a very enjoyable experience and I could
not have done the job without the support of the clubs’ members. I’m certainly looking
forward to the next couple of seasons taking a back seat.
City and Suburban cricket proved again that it houses a good standard of cricketers and
teams making it an enjoyable yet competitive competition to play in every year. Thanks to
the City and Suburban Cricket Association for coordinating the season.
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Old Cranbrookians
Played 9

Won 6

Lost 3

Drawn 0

Cancelled 5

Once again the Old Cranbrookians Cricket Club had a successful season, winning 6 games
and losing 3 but yet again suffering astonishingly bad luck in the Jack Pace Shield. A
generally young group of cricketers, ably led by James Pinter, played a very attacking brand
of cricket and was competitive even in the games that we lost. Unfortunately the season
was somewhat truncated by a late start; wet weather; COVID-19; and a number of injuries
at the end of the year - but there was still enough good cricket to suggest that the club is
well-placed for the future.
We began the season with a comprehensive win against Cricketers Club in the first round of
the Jack Pace Shield. At 5/117 after 25 overs, the picture did not look particularly rosy but
100 runs in the last 10 overs took us to a score of 218 - with Oscar Szangolies (46), Oliver
Maxwell (47) and Tom Mahoney (35) being the standouts amongst the batsmen. Cricketers
Club was never really in the hunt and eventually was all out for 158, with the wickets being
shared around amongst the bowlers in a very steady bowling display.
Our next game, against Hunters Hill, was over and done with very quickly - with Hunters Hill
only managing 77 and the wickets again being shared around amongst the bowlers. We
reached 1/82 in just over 11 overs, with Oscar Szangolies scoring a rapid 35.
However our next game against Easts Dolphins was a game of real frustration. Our
opponents (which were supposed to be a sort of Easts sixth-grade side) featured rather a lot
of third and fourth graders and so were no easy beats. Wickets fell at a steady rate when we
batted and we could only manage 123. This would not have been so annoying had it not
been for the manner in which we lost the wickets - with six batsmen getting out to full
tosses or long hops and a comedy run out to finish the innings. Our bowling was a great deal
better and when James Pinter took 4 wickets in 9 balls late in the innings we were in with a
faint chance. However Easts passed us 8 wickets down and that eventually saw us missing
out on progressing in the Jack Pace Shield.
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Our next game (and next Jack Pace Shield match) against the Reg Bartley XI was widely
commented on by those who watched and played in it as a very enjoyable, high-quality
game of cricket. Heavy rain on the Saturday night had us doubting that we would be playing
at all - since Reg Bartley Oval has no covers and the groundsman had suggested we leave
the pitch for an hour or 2. However the excellent grass cover meant that, although the
wicket was wet, it played remarkably well and was not the minefield we had expected.
Although we only had 10 players, we bowled and fielded extremely well and dismissed our
opposition for 107. The main wicket takers were Dave Christodoulou (4/15) and Alistair
Little (2/24) but the highlight was an extraordinary catch by James Pinter off the (part-time)
bowling of Tom Mahoney. A batsmen took an almighty swipe at Tom's first ball and hit a
steepling leading-edge up over his own head and back towards third man. James Pinter
sprinted backwards from first slip and somehow managed to readjust his run towards the
ball to account for the swirling breeze at Rushcutters Bay before diving and catching the ball
in his outstretched right hand. As David Newgrosh (OCCC veteran) said, it was one of the
best catches ever taken in an OCCC game.
However the game wasn't over yet and we needed to bat well to win against a side that had
a very good bowling attack. James Pinter and Tom Mahoney settled the nerves with a good
opening stand and when Oscar Szangolies came in and smashed 23, we looked like we were
across the line. However a couple of late wickets made for a few nervous moments before
we passed the total five down.
The next game was the now almost-traditional loss to the Knox Old Boys. This was a very
frustrating loss because we had our opponents 9/129 but allowed them to reach 172 due to
a free-hitting 37 from their captain Charlie Bangs batting at number 11. To make matters
worse, he then came on and got 3 for 21 as we were reduced to 6/78. However a quick 51
from Alec Lesmond, well supported by Peter Richardson, saw us reach a respectable 145.
COVID-19 and wet weather intervened to finish off 2020 and leave us in 5th place in the
Jack Pace Shield. Normally this would have seen us progress to the quarter-finals but the
City & Surburban Cricket Association decided that, because of COVID-19, there would only
be semi-finals this season. And so, once again, we dipped out in the most extraordinary
way.
We began 2021 with our traditional January game against Paddington. The batsmen took to
our opponents with Pinter (41), Mahoney (55), Maxwell (77 not out) and Lesmond (54) all
feasting on the opposition bowling. Notably, Oliver's innings included 8 sixes - with Alec
adding another four. It would not have been a good day to be watching from the boundary
line. Paddington never challenged our total and finished their 35 overs at 7/115. Bowling
highlights were 2 wickets each to Dave Christodoulou and Peter Richardson.
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The game against Old Aloysians (who we have not beaten for many years) saw a very good
win against last year's Jack Pace Shield champions. On an extremely slow outfield, Alo's
managed 7/158 (which was worth 200 on a usual day). Once again the wickets were
generally shared around but the best performance was Ed Negus's 3/34. Although runs
were initially hard to come by (we only scored 13 from the first seven overs) things started
to pick up and an excellent innings from Nick Kelland (71) got us to 97 by the 21st over and
gave us a chance. However his dismissal again slowed things down before some late hitting
from Jack Fagan and Ed Negus brought us home with an over to spare. St Aloysius never
field a weak side and so a win over them is always a good result.
We then moved on to the Primary Club, who beat us fairly comfortably. Our bowling was
not as good as it might have been (although special mention needs to go to Dave
Christodoulou for picking up 4/20 and to Angus Hayward for a miserly 2/13 from his seven
overs) but 186 is a hard score to catch at Dangar- particularly in a 30 over game. At 4/40 we
didn't look like getting anywhere near but another very good innings from Oliver Maxwell
(73), featuring 7 more sixes, saw us at least be competitive in reaching 167.
Our final match of the season, against the school, was a very enjoyable game which went
down to the last over and it was a great relief to get it played after scheduling arrangements
and COVID-19 wiped out the game last year. It was also nice to welcome former First XI
prodigy Yianni Theodorakopoulos to his first OCCC game.
Stars of the season were Oliver Maxwell and Dave Christodoulou, who scored 228 runs at an
average of 45 and took 16 wickets at an average of just over 10 respectively. Huge thanks
again must go to James Pinter for leading the side each week and to Tom Mahoney and
others for hunting down those last couple of players for the more difficult games. Thanks
again to James Marshall for organising the fixtures and to everyone who played in an
enjoyable season.
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Old Sydneians
Played 3

Won 1

Lost 2

Cancelled 2

The Old Sydneians Cricket Club (OSCC) played a reduced season of 3 games this year. It was
an absolute pleasure as always to welcome Paddington CC, Easts Masters and the Beavers
down to Weigall this year. Unfortunately, two games were called off as they were scheduled
on weekends when Rushcutters Bay was mostly under water.
Another reduced season meant that some of us never found our stride – most of us bowling
far too short or too full, or lifting the head in a slog for eternal glory too early in their
innings. Our leading run scorer was once again the evergreen David Lamming, and our
leading wicket taker the equally coniferous Rommel Harding-Farrenburg, helping us to a
record of two losses and one win.
The highlight of the season was a last ball loss against Easts Masters. While a loss, we
welcomed new players in Nick Lamming and Henry Hill, and welcomed Hugh Hawkins back
from a decade overseas. Lamming top scored batting for most of the innings, and Hill was
our lead wicket taker. Hawkins showed signs of the rust which had gathered while in New
York. The game came down to the last ball with OSCC needing a boundary from it, but we
fell just short.
While the OSCC will likely continue to operate on a reduced schedule the spirit of club
cricket is alive and well at Weigall and we look forward to hosting more games in the
upcoming season.
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Paddington District
This season was like many we have had in the past. We put a team on the paddock for every
game we committed to. We won some but lost more. A change of groundsman at Waterloo
produced a great wicket but games would get called off if he could not get on the wicket
mid week to prepare it. We had 3 games called off on Thursday or Friday only for Saturday
to be a lovely day. The previous groundsman would have got us on! We also had a couple of
away games washed out. Not enough cricket really but what little we got we enjoyed.
Getting players to commit to more than a few games a season is a problem and as a result
our consistency on the paddock was also a problem. A couple of times this season we were
poor opposition. But that happens to us all. It’s not getting any easier to fill our sides each
week and as a result we ask ourselves the same question each winter, will we go again next
season? Maybe not….
The big difference this time around being that I have now retired from all things Paddo. No
more cricket, no more admin, no more management. One of my many failings as benign
dictator of the Paddington Cricket Club for the last 20, of its over 130 years, has been the
lack of any succession planning. No one groomed to take over. No committee structure to
step into the power vacuum. As we go to print our future is uncertain.
The following is from our poet laureate, Bill Coorey, which was read to an emotional team
huddle before we took the field for what we all knew could be our final game:
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All the buildings in the world
All the people and all the other stuff
All on the field
Getting in the way
So we can’t play
But come one fine day
We slip off the jacket of last week
And we meet just down the street
wherever the paddo boys are
In these sunny days
Amongst the gums and the figs
Rare earth underfoot
The pitch lays in wait
glad to meet old mates
Forever chums in their sprigs
And if I’m not there
Or you’re not there
Rest easy my paddo brother
Eleven of us will be at it somewhere
In effect if not in number
I got to the top in cricket
At school
From there it was just the paddo brothers
A downhill run seeking wicket or ton
In obeisance at the greatness of others
And so it starts
This could be the last time
So here we go
like a red ball into the sky
and I can’t be sure
and nor can you
that what happens next
means nothing at all
except
it could be the last time.
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Primary Club of Australia
Played 9

Won 7

Lost 2

Cancelled 6

Given the state of the world at the moment, it was only appropriate that the cricket season
would be a weird one. The Primary Club played just nine C&S games all year, two of them
Jack Pace – winning seven and losing two. The season started late, one game was lost to
COVID, and more games than you’d care to count were lost to rain.
Our Jack Pace campaign in particular was badly affected. Of five qualifying rounds, three
were washed out. Of the other two games we lost to ultimate winners Knox Old Boys, and
beat Balmain comfortably although it was not enough for us to qualify for the semi-finals.
Some highlights of the year:
Greg Stark topped the batting charts with 196 runs. The highlight of his year was 93 against
Nondescripts. Starky reached 50 and was instructed “hit out or be retired” and added
another 40 odd runs in five overs before being bowled trying to hit the ball into the next
suburb.
Flea James also had a superb season, scoring 151 runs and providing much needed solidity
in the middle order. A lot has happened since Flea last played cricket. Since he busted his
knee in a variety of innovative ways, he’s had surgery, recovered, became a dad and
survived a global pandemic. His 48 against Knox was one of the knocks of the year, although
he also looked good on a number of occasions (including against Yaralla when he pounded a
ball for six, admired the shot too much and trod on his stumps).
A return to form also this year for Christian Patterson who made a fine 54 against Sydney
Uni at Barker College, putting on an opening partnership of 85 with Euan Robertson. His
swipes over the midwicket boundary were only slightly more impressive than the ball
crashing into his chin, over the top of the slips and going within a metre of four leg byes.
They breed them tough in Adelaide.
Our bowling as usual was very strong. It is hard to choose a standout between David Ince
with 11 wickets and Damian Frittum with 8. Incey had the best figures of the year with 4 for
16 against Cranbrook when he ran in aggressively through the mud at Dangar protecting
boundaries that were set for U14s.
Club player of the year Damien Langley was his usual self, amassing 178 runs and taking 6
wickets. The highlight of Damo’s year came in the final fixture against I Zingari on a sunny
June (!) day. Chasing just 130 on a sticky deck we required 36 to win off the final 5 overs and
Langley’s 63 not out got us home almost single handed.
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The other particularly exciting finish of the year was against Yaralla at Goddard when Euan
Robertson and David Ince scraped us home with one man left in the sheds after Adam
Young departed with a dislocated finger and Nathan Reay retired hurt with a torn muscle in
his leg.
A new fixture was against Easts Dolphins at the beautiful Waverley Oval, playing for the Jim
Maxwell Plate. Unfortunately the fixture clashed with our Jack Pace fixture against Balmain,
and our resources were stretched in putting out two teams on the same day. We are
hopeful that this will be a permanent fixture in the calendar.
As usual we offer sincere thanks to the C&S committee, our Captain Nathan Reay, vicecaptain Damien Langley, Geoff Verco, and particularly to Rob Stevenson who did so much to
manage fixtures during a heavily disrupted season (and from Kenya no less!).
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Reg Bartley XI
Played 12

Won 6

Lost 5

Drawn 1

Cancelled 3

This year we were fortunate to welcome a large group of new players, and tried to arrange
as many fixtures as possible. We organised a total of 26 fixtures, including a new midweek
floodlit T20 series, but nearly half of these were rained off.
The rain always seemed to come at the most inopportune times. With our first 2 JPS games
washed out, we had a lot of work to do to make the knockouts. We bowled Balmain South
Sydney for 60 to win our third JPS game, but our batting failed against accurate Cranbrook
bowling (and throwing) in the fourth JPS game, where we ran ourselves out too many times,
posted 107 and lost by five wickets.
With our final JPS game being rained out that, disappointingly, was our JPS campaign for the
season finished. Given the new players we had available, we could have progressed further
and will hope to improve our record of consistent under-achievers next year.
We lost half our pre-Christmas matches to weather and the other half to classic Barts
batting collapses – notably against Sydney Uni Lions and Beavers – but had some tight
games in 2021. In a see-saw epic against Easts Dolphins at Trumper Oval in January, Easts
were cruising at 90-3, chasing 132. 5 quick wickets later, there were some nervous overs,
but eventually Easts reached the target in the penultimate over with two wickets spare. Our
two debutants bowled 19 overs between them: Tod Bamber putting some heat down and
Andrew Aarons, a 16 year old Eton schoolboy bowling some mature legspin.
Sunday 17th January was a momentous day in the history of the club, as we managed to put
out two sides. Against Beavers, our ‘senior’ side included over a century of cricketing years
between our two openers. Sadly these didn’t translate into runs as we lost wickets too
frequently to stumble to 110. With Beavers 5/44 at drinks, the game looked to be ours, but
some good batting by Beavers’ #6 and #7 brought the game back. Needing 12 off 2 overs,
Beavers scraped home to win by 4 wickets. The ‘junior’ side at the Reg Bartley Oval fared
better, scoring 138 and bowled out Sydney Uni Lions for 101, Tom Greenaway taking 4-16
with his twirlers.
Our twilight series, played at the Reg Bartley Oval, saw some quality cricket being played,
(for those who could see the ball). Of note was our final match vs. iZingari where Duncan
Allan smashed a remarkable 72, hitting straight sixes into the trees at the RBO for fun. Yet
again, we were on the wrong end of some determined batting from the opposition, who
chased down our 129 in the last over.
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We had an exceptionally enjoyable ‘tour’ to Bowral to play our now established fixture at
the Bradman Oval. The weather finally came good to match the glorious venue and across
two 20-over innings, the game came down to the final over to see the Barts home by eight
wickets.
Hugely encouraging to see 32 players taking the field for the Barts this season. Debutant
Duncan Allan plays a different game to the rest of us, hitting some incredible shots and
finishing with 284 (mainly T20) runs at an average of 57. Tom Greenaway had a great
season, averaging 25 with the bat and 10 with the ball.
We owe huge thanks to the tireless and wise Pete Smyth, who as well as arranging fixtures,
inspired and organised the twilight T20 series and fostered our collaboration with Easts
Dolphins.
As always, we played the game in the right way, and will look for our performances to
match our improved player roster next season.
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Ryde Hunters Hill Pirates
Played 14

Won 0

Lost 10

Draw 4

With new players in the side the season woes of numbers wasn’t the issue and we could
concentrate on playing with a full compliment. Not enough wins and too many that got
away was disappointing but all enjoyed the season never the less. It was good to have a
couple of father son cameos and one actual father and son duo for the majority of the
season which to me is a really special aspect of the C & S format. We are so lucky and cricket
leaders in the fact that our competition is the only one I know of that is open graded, no age
restrictions and non gender specific. We actively, like a couple of other clubs encouraged
women to join our club. The platform was laid this season and we look forward to
expanding on our efforts in the upcoming season. We will be hoping to regain the Beaver
Hunter Cup having failed to regain it this season.

Hunters Hill and Beavers teams after the Hunter-Beavers Cup
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St George Vets
Played 5

Won 0

Lost 5

Drawn 5

Cancelled 2

It was one of those seasons that comes around every five years. I also feel for other clubs
that are involved in the City and Suburban competitions that didn’t get enough cricket due
to the wet season we had.
All we can do is look forward to the upcoming 2021-22 season. The St George Vets
scheduled 12 matches but, only 5 were played. We can’t totally forget the five games that
were played as there was some encouraging cricket all round. An example was a team
bowling hat-trick against Reg Bartley X1. Another highlight was team batting scores of over
130 plus on two occasions which was promising sign. These could easily have been turned
into 160 plus which could have been winning totals.
The St George Vets had an influx of three or four new players which was also encouraging. A
club history report since existence was supplied to our existing players that gave a great
read to all. Our thanks to our hard working Secretary Dean Bell and to our Treasurer Nick
Cassimatis. Without the assistance of these two gentlemen the club would certainly not be
in existence. Lastly, thanks to all that participated for the St George Vets during the 2020/21
season. Also, thanks to the City and Suburban cricket administration for their behind the
scenes work that goes unnoticed. We hope and pray the weather will be kinder to us next
season.
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Sydney University Lions
Played 12

Won 3

Lost 9

Cancelled lots !

The start of the cricket season provided a welcome distraction from the miserable year that
had been. Lions participation was as high as it had been in years, with long time players
keen to play while we welcomed a number of new players to the squad and Sydney Uni
grade players were always welcome.
A mixed start to the season saw first two Jack Pace matches slip from the Lions grasp,
effectively ruling them out of finals contention with less than half of the matches played. On
the flipside, dominant displays from Wijeratne and Smith ensured consecutive club (nonJack Pace) wins to start the year. Unfortunately the winning streak ended there, as wins
eluded us for the remainder of the season and wash-outs featured prominently halting any
momentum developing.
With Moorhouse stepping down as captain following years of service on the field and
behind the scenes, T Croft filled the role seamlessly. Many thanks for all those years Paul!
Whether he was keeping the side motivated after a heavy defeat, preventing Mundal from
distracting opponents with some at times funny hustling/sledging/jokes, or McEwan from
knocking an opponent’s head off, Croft was up for it.
While they may have lost 7 straight, the Lions made their opponents earn each and every
win.
McEwen, always Opening overs McEwen these days, shared those opening duties between
Ashwin Singh (who left for a covid infested Nation mid-season and hasn’t been heard from
since…), Sachin or the ever reliable Rob Turnbull. As always Kierun bowled with extreme
pace, scaring batsmen and the odd slip alike, however was less penetrative than his last
season (18/19). Sachin bowled great areas and great pace too, just watch out for those
occasional straight drives and not field them with your shin. Rob just put the ball where he
should and reaped the rewards; best figures of 4-20(vs Cricketers Club), 3-6 vs Hunters Hill
and 2-2 vs St George highlighted how penetrative and accurate his bowling was this season.
Tom Ogden showed some good skill and will be welcome back next season, especially if he
can bring his occasional fielder Jamie! Stalwarts Paul Moorhouse, Al Yap and Angus Stevens
did what they do:put the ball in the same area and showed the youngsters you need neither
pace nor energy to take wickets, just consistency!
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Lions also welcomed some promising youngsters courtesy of SUCC grade or drawing on
Lions’ family members. Pranav Sampath turned the ball beautifully in his 2 games. Luca
Croft continued his knack of taking wickets in almost every game, and looked comfortable
batting in a couple of games. Ash Taylor bowled good pace and showed hard hitting with
the bat. Josh Levitas continued the theme of having kids and their ageing Dads play together
(actually Senior Levitas had ‘fallen apart’ by the time Josh started playing). All these lads
were 14 and held their own on the cricket field against grown men. Thanks to Pranav’s Dad
Sampath for assisting in 2 games and finishing off the tail nicely vs Hunters Hill.
Sachin W was also instrumental at the top of every innings to prevent the batting collapse
we had occasionally seen in season’s past. Scores of 41(68 balls) and 43*(85) stood out, but
in every game he set the tone with steady batting.
Smith and T Croft formed the spine of the middle order. Laurence Smith provided 1 of the 5
top innings for the season (Sachin provided 2 as mentioned above). The ‘Bookie’ took
advantage of the typically ideal batting conditions at Goddard vs Yaralla (Game 1) to score
better than a run a ball 64*(52) and had a great late innings partnership with Ed Lewis of 47
(off about 4 overs) with Ed contributing 30(23)... Typical cameos in their 1 appearance a
season from Harish Anurag 38 (30 vs Yarralla) and Matt (Snow Leopard) Skinner 38 again
(31) vs Hunters Hill (albeit in his ‘backyard’) were also appreciated.
But it was the fireworks witnessed in the top 2 innings which will bring the fans back. Ok we
don’t get fans but if we did it would help. Lewis Beard tore into the bowling attack in the 1 st
JPS game at St Pauls like a lion feasting upon some wounded beast. The Balmain South
Sydney’s attack weren’t bad at all, but unfortunately bowled in Lewis’ preferred
wheelhouse. Sachin had scored a measly 7 in their opening partnership of 57 in about 6
overs with 4s and 6s flying everywhere from Lewis’ bat. Lewisflew to57 off 40 balls with 11
boundaries (4s > 6s) but got out with the total on the Devils number. Hopefully he can carry
on with innings like these next season and bat for say… 15 -20 overs, not just 10-12. Please.
Then a cacophony of village cricket errors saw us stumble. Next bat in wandered off to the
loo when a wicket fell. Croft then had to go in Ed’s place after Lewis’ dismissal. Something
was mumbled about forgotten boxes and batsmen being fired by our own umpire who shall
remain nameless. Laurence saved our dignity, a little, that day with 30 odd. But 4 ducks in 4
overs saw us fall heavily and we limped to 136. However, this wasn’t the biggest selfinflicted howler of an umpiring decision in the season… more on that later…
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We’ll leave it to Angus Stevens to describe the other innings, and the other howler, in the
best match report of many a season:
Angus reminisced about days of yore when… Richie and Tony and Maxy would call the
cricket would roll out a highlights package from 1982 in a rain delay; but Angus took us
back a few days vs Yaralla (2nd game) at the revered batting paradise of Goddard this late
Summer day. T.Croft came to the wicket after the best opening partnership of the season
between Gus and Croft junior.. started slowly but then shifted gears…. In the last 10 overs
Croft smacked himself 84ish runs with the last 60 coming off around 24 balls.
Now for howler No 1 earlier in the same innings: Angus batted after the run out of Croft
junior. “I’ll just have to bat long to redeem myself.. A bowling change. left-arm offie. Rank
full toss first ball. I hit the pie straight to cover. Nuts.
Two balls later it bounces outside off. Bat like a batsman… leave it alone. The ball pops hits
the top of my handle and glove then drops benignly down at my feet. The entire opposition
team scream and shout. I assume that its disappointment that it hasn’t rolled onto my
stumps. The umpire for the first time in the match is brought into the game (ok we’ll provide
his first name him here and leave it there; G R A N T).
Our umpire like an innocent lamb is burnt at the stake and wanting to stop all the shouting
to stop, raises his finger. LBW. Dragon Fruit.
Now for the humour. It wouldn’t be a Lions season without the banter, or the odd ugly or
spectacular moment. Bookie Smith made great steps toward an SP career by underpinning
the season by accepting bets on most runs, wickets, averages, ducks, run -outs etc over the
season. It couldn’t happen in any official cricket league Internationally (ok it has..) but that
didn’t stop this great idea. In one of 2 close losses to Cricketers Club NSW G Levitas pulled
off one of the all-time great run outs from point, showing the young-uns how it’s done.
While batting later in the match he also showed how to pull a hammy, or was it a knee? He
beckoned to the side line for the fastest player in the team to come on as his runner, then
proceeded to smack a quick-fire 26 without taking a single step. Was it a real injury or just
laziness? Only he knows the truth.
Tom O’s mate, Jamie, easily took the catch of the season fielding in thongs. or maybe he did
borrow a pair of shoes… but the juggle from a decent full blooded shot that hit him in his
midriff and ricocheted between his hands was an exceptional effort. Even more amazing is
that Jamie had NEVER played the game and had to be talked into helping out in the field.
Great credit that he fielded for both us and Yaralla as they were a man down fielding too.
The gems of batting and bowling efforts from many, the enthusiasm and commitment
shown by the team is a promising sign for the coming seasons and leaves us remembering
the good moments, not the losses outnumbering the wins. As always it has been great
playing with this diverse bunch of characters.
Again we thank all our C + S opponents, groundsmen and the administrators for enabling
such a great competition to take place.
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Yaralla Cricket Club
Played 10

Won 7

Lost 3

Drawn 0

Cancelled 10

The 2020/21 season was consistently interrupted by rain with 9 matches unable to be
played due to the weather. These included our first 3 matches of the season and 4 of the
first 5 games after the Christmas break. Our match in December against Old Knoxonians, as
with all other fixtures that weekend, was also cancelled due to a further outbreak of the
Covid 19 virus in Sydney.
Yaralla won 7 of the 10 matches that were able to be played. These included outstanding
results in the only two Jack Pace Shield rounds we were able to play that enabled Yaralla to
qualify for the semi finals for the first time in several years. In the match against Sydney
University, they scored 5 /175 and Yaralla replied with 3 / 176 with Alex Mayes scoring a
magnificent 105n.o. The round 4 match against St George Vets saw them dismissed for 84
with Captain Craig Hilton taking 3 /24 with his seamers. Yaralla scored 3/88 in 11 overs to
gain maximum points.
Unfortunately, included in the washed-out matches, was our semi-final against Old
Knoxonians, that was due to be played at their Gillespie Field. This match was called off on
the Friday although the match was not due to be played until Sunday. As Knox were the
higher placed team they proceeded to the final, which they easily won, and Yaralla were left
wondering what could have been!
Other notable victories were another easy win in the second fixture against St George
where Craig Hilton was left stranded on 98 n.o .when the 35 overs were up. Two very good
results against Hunters Hill ended the season. In the match on 13 March which was
transferred to their Boronia Park ground after Goddard Park was too wet, Yaralla scored
7/167 with top scorer Daniel “Dorny” Mayes making a very well compiled 59. He was well
supported by brother Alex who hit a breezy 29, including a couple of massive sixes, and
opener Ben Braiding with 26. In reply Hunters Hill were restricted to 8/140. The bowling
honours were shared with Ben Brading 3/24, Dorny Mayes 2/21 and Craig Hilton 1/20 all
very economical from their 7 overs each.
With the number of washouts during the season an extra fixture was arranged with Hunters
Hill on 27 March. Again, Yaralla prevailed scoring the necessary 142 runs without losing a
wicket. Alex Mayes scored 71 n.o. and Stuart Barclay carried his bat for 39. Ben Braiding
compiled 20 before he was forced to retire hurt after being struck on the head.
Each of the matches against St George and Hunters Hill were followed by a BBQ attended by
the majority of players from both teams with great camaraderie between the clubs. This is
the way City & Suburban cricket should be played.
In the 10 matches played, Yaralla scored 1,347 runs for the loss of 57 wickets @ 23.6 while
our opponents scored 1,361 losing 76 wickets @ 17.9.
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27 players turned out for Yaralla during the season, including 12 who made their debut.
After the first few matches, we were able to have a nucleus of players available for most
games, something that has been missing for a number of years.
Welcome additions among the new players were brothers Alex, Dorny and Ian Mayes. They
are the fourth generation of family members to play with Yaralla. Their father David played
in the 1970’s and 80’s, their Grandfather Alec from 1937 until 1970 and their Great
Grandfather Percy Davies who played between 1924 – 1939.
The leading run scorer for the season was newcomer Alex Mayes with 396 runs at an
average of 79.2. His top score was the 105 n.o. against Sydney University Lions and he also
made 71 n.o. against Hunters Hill, 62 in our second match against Sydney University Lions
and a couple of 40’s against CCNSW and Primary Club. His brother “Dorny” was a consistent
scorer totaling 196 runs with 59 in consecutive matches against Sydney University and
Hunters Hill. The brothers put on a partnership 111 against University in the JPS round, and
104 in our other match against them in March. In addition to his 98 n.o. against St George
Vets Skipper Craig Hilton figured in several other useful innings but unselfishly mostly gave
others a bat before himself.
The bowling honors were generally shared with “Dorny” Mayes (13), David Smith (10) and
Alex Switzer (8) the leading wicket takers. Dorny enjoyed success against Hunters Hill taking
3/12 from 6 overs in one match and 2/21 in the other that included a wicket with the 1st ball
of their innings. (A photo of Dorny celebrating his first ball wicket against Hunters Hill is
attached below). David’s best figures were his 3/18 against IZingari. Ben Braiding, Craig
Hilton, Abdul Rahim and Jack Oliver each bowled economically and took valuable wickets in
different matches. Greg Watt took the season’s fielding honors with 4 catches and 1
stumping.
The club is indebted to Club Captain Craig Hilton’s partner Amanda who operated the
canteen at all matches and helped out with the BBQ’s that were held after some matches.
Her efforts throughout the season were greatly appreciated by players from both Yaralla
and opposition teams. Thank you, Amanda.
Goddard Park was, as usual, in fantastic condition and a credit to Jason, the Head
Groundsman and his staff. We also thank Steve Deamer, the Recreation Booking Officer and
all at the City of Canada Bay Council for their assistance during the season.
The Yaralla Club looks forward to the upgrade of facilities at Goddard Park which are about
to commence as I write. These are funded by a $1m Federal Government grant and should
be completed shortly after the start of the 2021/22 season. A photo of the “old” amenities
building is attached below for historical purposes.
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Dorny Mayes celebrating a 1st ball wicket vs Hunters Hill

The soon to be “old” amenities building at Goddard Park
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JACK PACE SHIELD 2020-21 SEASON
The Jack Pace Shield final for 2020-21 was conducted at Goddard Park on Sunday, March 7.
Knox Old Boys had a convincing win. Bowling first, Knox Old Boys dismissed I Zingari
Australia for 63, after I Zingari Australia had been 1-44. Knox Old Boys scored 2 for 65 in
17.4 overs to win the Jack Pace Shield for the 5th time

Old Knoxonians – Winners
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JACK PACE SHIELD 2020-21 LADDER

Club

P

W

L

D

Knox Old Boys
Easts Dolphins
I Zingari Australia
Yaralla
Old Aloysians
Old Cranbrookians
Colleagues
Reg Bartley XI
Primary Club of Australia
Hunters Hill Pirates
Barker Old Boys
Sydney University Lions
Nondescripts
Balmain-Sth Syd Rangers
Old Sydneians
Beavers
Paddington
Cricketers’s Club of NSW
Syd Uni Premier Club
Primary Club Aust No 2

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
2
5
5
5
1
1

3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
0
2
2
3
0
1

2
2
2
3
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
3
3
2
1
0

BP Pts Net Run Rate
1

1
1

1
1

1

23
22
22
19
17
16
16
13
12
11
10
10
10
10
9
6
6
4
2
0

2.3010
1.2265
0.6115
1.9429
0.7523
0.9999
0.5900
0.4811
0.5483
-0.5566
0.5143
-0.1904
-0.5843
-1.0471
2.7786
-1.2444
-4.1990
-1.1780
0.0000
-2.1429
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JACK PACE SHIELD PAST WINNERS
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13

Colleagues
I Zingari Australia
Kings Old Boys
I Zingari Australia
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Old Knoxonians (Tied)
I Zingari Australia (Tied)

2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
2018-19
2019-20
2020-21

Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Barker Old Boys
Old Knoxonians
Old Knoxonians
Old Knoxonians
Old Aloysians
I Zingari Australia
Old Knoxonians
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STATISTICAL SECTION 2020-21 SEASON

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Batsmen who scored 175 runs or more
Centuries scored
Batsmen who scored 50 runs or more in an innings
Partnerships of 100 runs or more in an innings
Partnerships of 50 runs or more in an innings
Bowlers who have taken 20 or more wickets in the season
Dismissals by wicket-keepers (10 or more to qualify).
Bowlers who have taken 4 or more wickets in an innings
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BATSMEN WHO SCORED MORE THAN 175 RUNS OR MORE (min. 5 innings)
Player
T.Goh
N.Packiyarajah
A.Mayes
F.Atshan
C.Manzie
B.van der Merwe
D.Allan
O.Maxwell
T.Robertson
T.Croft
D.Langley
J.Gordon
G.Stark
T.Nash
L.Smith
J.Griffiths
D.Mayes
P.Nash
T.Greenaway
S.Hughes
S.Wijeratne

Club
Old Aloysians
Balmain-Sth Syd Rangers
Yaralla
Old Aloysians
I Zingari Australia
I Zingari Australia
Reg Bartley XI
Old Cranbrookians
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Sydney University Lions
Primary Club of Australia
Beavers
Primary Club of Australia
Beavers
Sydney University Lions
Beavers
Yaralla
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Reg Bartley XI
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Sydney University Lions

Inns
8
5
8
7
11
9
5
11
7
9
10
8
13
7
11
7
7
11
11
11

NO HS Runs Avge 100
3
255 524 104.80 2
3
86* 195 97.50
0
3 105* 396 79.20
1
4
50* 185 61.66
0
4 105* 396 56.57
1
1
95
419 52.38
0
0
82
233 46.60
0
228 45.60
1
112 423 42.30
1
2
84* 200 40.00
0
3
63* 226 37.66
0
5
32* 183 36.60
0
1
93
256 36.57
0
2 102* 399 36.27
1
1
64* 202 33.66
0
2
69
294 32.66
0
1
59
196 32.66
0
1
68* 176 29.33
0
1
75* 229 22.90
0
2
48* 193 21.44
0
2
43
186 20.66
0

BATSMEN WHO SCORED CENTURIES
Player
T.Goh
S.Asher
T.Robertson
G.Lovell
T.Goh
A.Mayes
B.Forbes
C.Manzie
T.Nash
C.Kitson

Club
Old Aloysians
Bal-Sth Syd Rangers
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
I Zingari Australia
Old Aloysians
Yaralla
Barker Old Boys
I Zingari Australia
Beavers
Cricketers’ Club of NSW

Score
255
117*
112
108
106*
105*
105
105
102*
100

Opposition
Barker Old Boys
Paddington
Bal-Sth Sydney Rangers
Beavers
Cricketers’s Club of NSW
Sydney University Lions
Nondescripts
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Old Aloysians
Hunters Hill Pirates

50
1
3
2
1
3
4
2
3
1
1
0
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
0
0
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BATSMAN WHO SCORED 50 RUNS OR MORE IN AN INNINGS
Player
C.Hilton
J.Leary
B.van der Merwe
G.Stark
B.van der Merwe
M.Coles
T.Robertson
T.Croft
T.Robertson
D.Allan
T.Greenaway
B.van der Merwe
D.Allan
A.Mayes
T.Nash
B.van der Merwe
B.James
J.Griffiths
C.Manzie
P.Nash
L.Smith
C.Manzie
A.D’Souza
L.Smith
E.Robertson
M.Hield
J.Daly
D.Langley
J.Stocks
A.Mayes
T.Nash
C.Manzie
G.Stark
J.Griffiths
J.Isakka
D.Mayes
D.Mayes
P.Estcourt

Club
Yaralla
Old Aloysians
I Zingari Australia
Primary Club of Australia
I Zingari Australia
Easts Dolphins
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Sydney University Lions
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Reg Bartley XI
Reg Bartley XI
I Zingari Australia
Reg Bartley XI
Yaralla
Beavers
I Zingari Australia
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Beavers
I Zingari Australia
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Old Aloysians
I Zingari Australia
Beavers
Sydney University Lions
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Easts Dolphins
Old Aloysians
Primary Club of Australia
Old Knoxonians
Yaralla
Beavers
I Zingari Australia
Primary Club of Australia
Beavers
I Zingari Australia
Yaralla
Yaralla
I Zingari Australia

Score
98*
96
95
93
88
88
85
84*
83
82
75*
74
72
71*
71
70
70
69
68*
68*
67*
65
65
64*
64
64
64
63*
63
62
61
60*
60
60
59*
59
59
58

Opposition
St George Vets
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Easts Dolphins
Nondescripts
Barker Old Boys
I Zingari Australia
Beavers
Yaralla
I ZIngari Australia
Colleagues
St George Vets
Old Knoxonians
I Zingari Australia
Hunters Hill Pirates
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Reg Bartley XI
Colleagues
Colleagues
Primary Club of Australia
Hunters Hill Pirates
Beavers
Yaralla
Hunters Hill Pirates
Yaralla
Paddington
Primary Club of Australia
Old Cranbrookians
I Zingari Australia
I Zingari Australia
Sydney University Lions
Hunters Hill Pirates
Old Aloysians
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Colleagues
Easts Dolphins
Sydney University Lions
Hunters Hill Pirates
Primary Club of Australia
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- 56 I.Masood
J.Deacon
L.Beard
M.Swaraj
J.Daly
T.Goh
C.Patterson
S.James
J.Stals
A.Switzer
O.Maxwell
E.Robertson
H.Chapman
K.Corbett
C.Thanos
W.Navratil
A.Aarons
W.Knight
L.Gisbell
L.Lloyd
T.Robertson
P.Estcourt
F.Atshan

I Zingari Australia
Easts Dolphins
Sydney University Lions
I Zingari Australia
Old Aloysians
Old Aloysians
Primary Club of Australia
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Barker Old Boys
Yaralla
Easts Dolphins
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Old Knoxonians
Primary Club of Australia
Easts Dolphins
Old Knoxonians
Reg Bartley XI
I Zingari Australia
Hunters Hill Pirates
Barker Old Boys
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
I Zingari Australia
Old Aloysians

57*
57
57
57
55*
55
54
54
54
53*
53*
53
53
53
52
52
52
52
52
51
51
50*
50*

Sydney University LIons
SCG XI
Bal-Sth Sydney Rangers
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Paddington
Barker Old Boys
Sydney University Lions
Old Knoxonians
Old Knoxonians
Paddington
I Zingari Australia
I Zingari Australia
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Old Cranbrookians
Primary Club of Australia
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Easts Dolphins
Yaralla
St George Vets
Old Aloysians
Beavers
Paddington
Cricketers’ Club of NSW

PARTNERSHIPS OF 100 RUNS OR MORE IN AN INNINGS
Wkt Score Players
3rd
182 C.Kitson & P.Nash
th
5
168 F.ATshan & T.Goh
nd
2
152 T.Goh & J.Leary
st
1
130 E.Robertson & T.Robertson
st
1
124 R.Johnston & M.Coles
rd
3
118 M.Ellis & T.Goh
th
5
115 C.Thanso & M.Hield
nd
2
111 D.Mayes & A.Mayes
st
1
110 T.Robertson & G.O’Shea
nd
2
110 B.Forbes & J.Stals
rd
3
104 D.Mayes & A.Mayes
th
4
102 M.Burgess & P.Estcourt

Club
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Old Aloysians
Old Aloysians
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Easts Dolphins
Old Aloysians
Easts Dolphins
Yaralla
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Barker Old Boys
Yaralla
I Zingari Australia

Opposition
Hunters Hill Pirates
Barker Old Boys
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
I Zingari Australia
I Zingari Australia
Barker Old Boys
Primary Club of Australia
Sydney University Lions
Bal-Sth Syd Rangers
Nondescripts
Sydney University Lions
Paddington
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PARTNERSHIPS OF 50 RUNS OR MORE IN AN INNINGS
Wkt Score Players
3rd
97
M.Swaraj & C.Manzie
nd
2
93
P.Smyth & D.Allan
rd
3
91
G.Stark & D.Langley
rd
3
87* J.Isakka & I.Masood
st
1
85
C.Patterson & E.Robertson
st
1
83
D.Allan 7 T.Greenaway
th
5
81* L.Hyland & F.Atshan
st
1
81
G.Stark & A.Young
st
1
77
C.Manzie & B.van der Merwe
rd
3
76
B.James & S.Williams
th
6
74
C.Dunne & C.Hilton
nd
2
74
P.Francis & J.Daly
th
8
72* B.Pollack & F.Atshan
th
4
72
I.Gorridge & H.Kumar
nd
2
72
T.Greenaway & B.Doherty
R.Malcolm & B.van der
nd
2
69
Merwe
th
5
68
A.Wildblood & D.Langley
nd
2
68
DF.Legge-Nicholls & A.Mayes
th
6
67* J.Gordon & M.Pandey
th
7
67* B.Pollack & F.Atshan
nd
2
66
T.Nash & O.Derum
nd
2
65
G.Lovell & C.Manzie
st
1
64
J.Oei & T.Goh
rd
3
64
T.Nash & J.Khatri
nd
2
64
B.Povey & G.Stark
st
1
63
J.Leary & I.Merlehan
nd
2
63
W.Knight & G.Lovell
G.O’Shea & J.Dupaguierth
4
63
Green
st
1
62
J.Watson & C.Walker
th
4
62
E.Robertson & S.Hughes
th
8
61
R.Singh & J.Dudley
nd
2
59
S.Wijeratne & M.Skinner
nd
2
59
T.Robertson & M.Pinter
th
6
59
M.Burgess & L.Bayliss-Smith
th
5
59
I.Gorridge & A.D’Souza
th
8
59
T.Nash & J.Gordon
th
4
59
H.Kumar & J.Griffiths

Club
I Zingari Australia
Reg Bartley XI
Primary Club of Australia
I Zingari Australia
Primary Club of Australia
Reg Bartley XI
Old Aloysians
Primary Club of Australia
I Zingari Australia
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Yaralla
Old Aloysians
Old Aloysians
Beavers
Reg Bartley XI

Opposition
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Colleagues
Nondescripts
Easts Dolphins
Sydney University Lions
I Zingari Australia
Nondescripts
Hunters Hill Pirates
Barker Old Boys
Colleagues
St George Vets
Paddington
Bal-Sth Sydney Rangers
Hunters Hill Pirates
St George Vets

I Zingari Australia
Primary Club of Australia
Yaralla
Beavers
Old Aloysians
Beavers
I Zingari Australia
Old Aloysians
Beavers
Primary Club of Australia
Old Aloysians
I Zingari Australia

Reg Bartley XI
Old Cranbrookians
Sydney University Lions
Colleagues
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Primary Club of Australia
Barker Old Boys
Hunters Hill Pirates
Nondescripts
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Beavers

Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Easts Dolphins
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Barker Old Boys
Sydney University Lions
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
I Zingari Australia
Beavers
Beavers
Beavers

Sydney University Lions
Reg Bartley XI
Paddington
Old Aloysians
Hunters Hill Pirates
Bal-Sth Syd Rangers
Colleagues
Hunters Hill Pirates
Old Aloysians
Colleagues
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3rd
2nd
1st
3rd
6th
1st
4th
4th
1st
5th
1st
1st

58
57*
57
57
56
56
55
55
55
54
53*
53
53

4th
1st
3rd
1st
8th

52*
52
51
50
50

J.Stals & J.Raue
C.Manzie & DA.Borean
T.Nash & S.Mangalarapu
S.Wijeratne & L.Beard
M.Desai & J.Khatri
P.Dahiya & A.Aarons
J.Holmes & J.Leary
M.Morley & H.Hemel
C.Fursmann & I.Masood
T.Croft & S.Wijeratne
C.Manzie & M.Bryant
L.Lloyd & N.O’Brien
G.Joseph & T.Greenaway
B van der Merwe & C
Fursmann
J.Towerton & J.Deacon
B.van der Merwe & G.Lovell
C.Manzie & B.Hardy
J.Griffiths & J.Gordon

Barker Old Boys
I Zingari Australia
Beavers
Sydney University Lions
Beavers
Reg Bartley XI
Old Aloysians
Easts Dolphins
I Zingari Australia
Sydney University Lions
I Zingari Australia
Barker Old Boys
Reg Bartley XI

Old Knoxonians
Primary Club of Australia
Colleagues
Bal-Sth Syd Rangers
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Easts Dolphins
Nondescripts
Old Cranbrookians
Sydney University Lions
Hunters Hill Pirates
Old Aloysians
Old Aloysians
St George Vets

I Zingari Australia
Easts Dolphins
I Zingari Australia
I Zingari Australia
Beavers

Reg Bartley XI
SCG XI
Beavers
Easts Dolphins
Colleagues

BOWLERS WHO HAVE TAKEN 20 OR MORE WICKETS IN THE SEASON
Player
J.Griffiths

Club
Beavers

Ovrs
70

Mdns
5

Wkts
28

Runs
235

10 OR MORE DISMISSALS BY WICKET KEEPER
Player
Nil

Club

Cts

Sts

Tot

Avge
8.39
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BOWLERS WHO HAVE TAKEN 4 OR MORE WICKETS IN AN INNINGS
Player
J.Griffiths
M.Reid
D.Verma
J.Wright
M.Henwood
E.Robertson
P.Lindsay
B.Stevens
A.Miller
D.Ince
T.Greenaway
D.Allan
M.Tarrant
R.Turnbull
J.Griffiths
S.Hughes
T.Brown
S.Marais
B.Duce

Club
Beavers
Reg Bartley XI
Bal-Sth Syd Rangers
Bal-Sth Syd Rangers
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Old Aloysians
Barker Old Boys
Hunters Hill Pirates
Primary Club of Australia
Reg Bartley XI
Reg Bartley XI
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Sydney University Lions
Beavers
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Easts Dolphins
Barker Old Boys
Barker Old Boys

Figures
7-16
6-25
5-10
5-16
5-19
5-22
5-30
5-34
4-5
4-16
4-16
4-18
4-18
4-20
4-20
4-20
4-21
4-23
4-67

Opposition
Hunters Hill Pirates
Sydney University Lions
Sydney University Lions
Sydney University Lions
Beavers
Bal-South Syd Rangers
Nondescripts
Nondescripts
St George VEts
Old Cranbrookians
Sydney University Lions
Old Cranbrookians
Yaralla
Cricketers’ Club of NSW
Hunters Hill Pirates
Sydney University Lions
Old Cranbrookians
Old Knoxonians
Old Aloysians
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 2020-21
City & Suburban Cricket Association - 1903 Inc.
Statement of Receipts and Payments
For the Year Ended 31 May 2021
2019/2020

Receipts

2020/2021

Notes

4,400.00
1,350.00
638.34
2,750.00
5,500.00
2,290.00
220.00
17,148.34

Club Subscriptions
Ground Fees
Interest Received
Secretarial Club Contributions
Contribution NSWCA
Insurance
Other
Total Receipts

2,600.00
1,440.00
296.03
1,625.00
0.00
1,430.00
0.00
7,391.03

1

2,408.00
5,000.00
1,793.50
1,980.00
407
3,000.00
597
15,185.50

Payments
Ground Hire
Secretarial Expenses
Jack Pace Shield Expenses
Insurance
Annual Report Printing
Purchase Sightscreen
Sundries
Total Payments

2,481.00
5,000.00
715.60
1,980.00
464.00
0.00
247.00
10,887.60

City & Suburban Cricket Association - 1903 Inc.
Statement of Financial Position
as at 31 May 2021
2019/2020

2020/2021
Accumulation Account

33,885.31
1962.84

Opening Balance
Increase(Decrease) in Cash

35,848.15
-3,496.57

35,848.15

Closing Balance
Represented by:

32,351.58

11,642.89
24,205.26
35,848.15

Current Assets
Cash at Bank
Term Deposit

8,146.32
24,205.26
32,351.58

1
2
1

3
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Notes to the Financial Statements
The Financial Statements are presented in accordance with the reporting requirements
under the Associations Incorporation Act 2009 for Tier 2 associations.
The Statement of Receipts and Payments is not prepared on an accrual accounting basis.
Amounts are accounted for when receipted and disbursed in the year. Material variations
from previous year are disclosed by note explanation.
1. Club subscriptions, Secretarial receipts and Insurance receipts were all lower than last year
as five clubs had not paid their seasons fees on time.
2. NSW Cricket Association has removed City & Suburban Cricket Association from under
their umbella for future grants. We now come under NSW Districts Cricket Association Inc.
3. Jack Pace shield expenses were less as we did not use umpires for quarter finals games.
Due to unforseen circumstances the Accounts could not be audited this fiscal term.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The Association extends its gratitude and appreciation for the support given during the
2018-19 to the following entities:City of Canada Bay Council
City of Sydney Council
New South Wales Cricket Association
Sydney Cricket Association
St. George District CC Inc.
South Sydney Shires CC
Association Honorary Auditor, To be advised
Private Schools – Shore, Barker, Scots, Old Aloysians, Old Sydneans, Knoxonians, Cranbrook
for the use of their grounds and facilities.
To all Club Secretaries, who have again tackled the onerous and thankless that they have
undertaken during the season.

AFFILIATED CLUBS – SEASON 2018-19
Barker Old Boys CC
Balmain – South Sydney Rangers CC
Beavers CC
Colleagues CC
Cricketers Club NSW
Hunters Hill – Pirates CC
I Zingari Australia CC*
Knoxonians Old Boys CC
Nondescripts CC*

Old Aloysians CC
Old Cranbrookians CC
Old Sydneans CC
Paddington CC
Primary Club Australia CC
Reg Bartley XI CC
St. George Vets CC
Sydney University (C&S) CC*
Yaralla CC – 1891 Inc. CC*

* Denotes foundation Member Club 1903
Dormant Clubs: Scots Old Boys CC, Wyvern CC, Radio Physics CC, AMP CC,
Kings Old Boys CC and Sydney Windies CC.

